
12. DriTac 8801 OmniShield – Hard Surface Protective 
Foam

DriTac Flooring Products offers DriTac 8801 OmniShield, a premium-grade 1.85mm 
semi-ridged foam that provides scratch and dent protection for newly installed floors and 
existing surfaces to prevent damage during and after the installation process. Boasting 
anti-crush mechanical properties, OmniShield can protect concrete, wood, tile, stone, 
linoleum, LVT, WPC, carpet and carpet tile, countertops, furniture, cabinets and most floor 
types. 

OmniShield is scored and features a breathable surface for free air flow, allowing sub-
surface moisture to pass through. It resists surface spills and the accumulation of water 
spots on the top of the film surface, protecting surfaces from the penetration of stains, 
oils and damaging chemicals. 8801 features 1mm of grooved foam technology fused 
together with a smooth-surface film layer. OmniShield is designed to remain flush to the 
floor to help prevent the risk of tripping or falling. OmniShield is a reusable solution. For 
more information, For more details, visit dritac.com. 

13. Novalis intros new collections
Featuring 16 popular colors to complement other AVA® collections, AVA® 

RYMETM offers large 9” x 48” loose-lay planks in contemporary and rustic classic oak 
designs, plus four unique concrete designs in 39.37” x 39.37” tiles. Easy to install with 
less floor prep, RYME and RYME+ hide flooring imperfections better than standard glue 
down LVT. An IXPE backing on RYME+ delivers natural acoustical properties, while both 
constructions feature a 22 mil wear layer with our patented AMP Advantage Finish, which 
delivers 30% more scratch resistance over typical coatings. RYME includes a 20-Year 
Commercial & Lifetime Residential Warranty, and RYME+ has a 15-Year Light Commercial 
& Lifetime Residential Warranty. 

 Meticulously designed to look like hardwoods and built to endure heavy traffic, AVA® 
2DSGN glue down planks offer soft wood grains and contemporary styles with a balanced 
palette of 22 colors. The Alpine and Tuscany collections feature microbevel edges and 
registered embossed finishes that align the embossing on the planks with the printed 
wood grain design to intensify the visual impact of the depth, texture and appearance 
of the floor. The Peninsula and Weathered collections are straight-edge planks, and all 
2DSGN planks feature a 20-Year Light and Heavy Commercial & Lifetime Residential 
Warranty. The highly durable AMP finish provides 30% more scratch resistance over 
typical coatings, making 2DSGN suitable for high-traffic Retail, Healthcare, Education and 
Corporate environments, as well as Multi-Family settings. 

 The multi-directional look of AVA® VRSE Loose Lay offers unique design and instal-
lation flexibility compared to your average linear patterns. While the typical linear pattern 
gets lost when tiles are installed in the same direction, the pattern within VRSE tiles 
gives two different looks to create striking designs that stand out and get noticed for 
Workplace/Corporate, Hospitality and Retail environments. VRSE is available in 9.84” x 
39.37” (250mm x 1000mm) x 5.0mm loose-lay tiles in 22 mil wear layer construction. The 
patented AMP Advantage coating features high-strength, diamond-like wear-resistance 
particles that exceed the hardness of tungsten and aluminum oxide to deliver 30% more 
scratch-resistance over typical coatings. Loose Lay construction means simple and easy 
installation, and tiles are removable and replaceable if ever damaged. AVA VRSE is made 
100% phthalate free and is REACH compliant, plus carries 20-year light commercial, 20-
year heavy commercial (wear only) and lifetime residential warranties. For more informa-
tion, visit: https://novalisinnovativeflooring.com/ava-vrse/ 
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